Resonant x-ray scattering observation of transitional subphases during the electric-field-induced phase transition in a mixture of Se-containing chiral smectic liquid crystals.
Using resonant x-ray scattering techniques, transitional subphases during the electric-field-induced phase transition of a mixture of Se-containing chiral liquid crystals, 80% AS657 and 20% AS620, in a planar-aligned cell geometry were investigated, where the prototypical phase sequence SmC_{A}^{*}-SmC_{γ}^{*}-AF-SmC^{*} was observed; the transitional subphases were formed during the transition from the three-layer periodicity phase to the ferroelectric phase. In the lower-temperature range where the three-layer SmCγ^{*} phase appeared under the low electric field, nine- and six-layer subphases and a "streak" pattern appeared in sequence after the transition from the SmCγ^{*} phase with increasing applied electric field; the ferroelectric phase was realized. In the higher-temperature range where the four-layer AF phase appeared under a low electric field, the AF phase changed to a three-layer phase at the medium electric field. The twelve-, nine-, and six-layer subphases subsequently appeared in sequence, and finally the ferroelectric phase was generated with increasing electric field. The molecular arrangements of the field-induced subphases, especially the newly found nine-layer periodicity phase, was analyzed. The successive field-induced phase transition of the present results was compared with that of our previous results for pure Se-containing and Br-containing liquid crystals, and the relation to the three-layer ferrielectric phase was discussed.